The **RBBLangenVintage II 90/AlNiCo** set is a high quality HB-S-HB-set with real AlNiCo V magnets and the 90´s building methods and sound in mind. These sets are very well balanced and calibrated and all metal parts is of highest quality. This high quality pickups are also for separately sale and fits most of the top-brand-guitars.

See pictures below 90/AlNiCo /Se bilder nedan 90/AlNiCo

The **RBBLangenVintage II 59/AlNiCo** handmade set of HB-S-HB pickups, with mixed AlNiCo II and V pickups, are hand wound with a scatter winding pattern, and very well balanced and calibrated. This handmade exclusive pickup’s is also for separately sale and fit most of the top-brand-guitars. See info next page.

Above: 90/AlNiCo /Ovan: 90/AlNiCo
Below/Nedan:

**Model:** RBBLangenVintageII 59/AlNiCo II & V

handmade HB-S-HB set – 59/Alnico (Gold-plated magnets is not available)

This set of H-S-B 59/Alnico are for sale even separately.

**OUTPUT HB:** Medium to high Vintage

**D.C. RESISTANCE:**
- Alnico II - Neck 7,4Ω
- Alnico V - Middle 6,3Ω
- Alnico V - Bridge 8,8Ω

**MAGNETS:**
- (Neck HB) Sand-casted Alnico II
- (Middle S) Sand-casted Alnico V with raised D and G.
- (Bridge HB) Sand-casted Alnico V

**The building process:** Is very much like the pioners did in the 1950’s & -60’s and of course, we use the vintage correct specifications and materials. E.g. our HB bobbins are made of butyrate, the baseplates are made of high quality German silver with 18% nickel, use of US-made magnetwire with plane enamel and heavy formvar coating, real AlNiCo magnets, lacquered fiber bobbins for single pickups, and many more.

We plan to play in the top league with the RBBLangenVintageII handmade pickup’s!

The most versatile balanced 59/Alnico-set, with Alnico II HB magnets as neck pickup, for smooth sounds, clear and crunchy, and a bridge HB pickup equipped with Alnico V magnets for a powerful leadsound with a great vintage character.

The 59/Alnico Singel pickup features, as the whole set, have sand-cast magnets, but also raised D- and G- magnets on the middle single, typical for this period, and this singel has a biting and rock’n roll like sound character, with a great dynamic respond and fat attack. With above 59/Alnico Singel pickup, the set of HB-S-HB is complete. We pay a tribute to the famouse era, when the wire changed from heavy formvar to plain enamel and when the black bottom plate was substitutet for a grey one.

The RBBLangenVintageII HB-S-HB set – 59/Alnico set are not Wax-Potted.

With a special damping technique we avoid to wax-pot our 59/Alnico humbuckers. Wax-potting have two sides and gives, on one hand, a pickup feedback resistance, but also enhances capacitative resistances
which, on the other hand, results in less transparency, less dynamic response and less heights. We deliver the real *RBBLangenVintageII* sound without wax-potting, and plan to play in the sound-quality top league!

*RBBLangen* Sensus II electric guitars with *RBBLangenVintageII* pickups will be ordered on [www.artesguitar.com](http://www.artesguitar.com) Welcome!